Even with the introduction of supercharacter theories, the representation theory of many unipotent groups remains mysterious. This paper constructs a family of supercharacter theories for normal pattern groups in a way that exhibit many of the combinatorial properties of the set partition combinatorics of the full uni-triangular groups, including combinatorial indexing sets, dimensions, and computable character formulas. Associated with these supercharacter theories is also a family of polytopes whose integer lattice points give the theories geometric underpinnings.
Introduction
Supercharacter theory has infused the representation theory of unipotent groups with the combinatorics of set partitions. Specifically, set partitions index the supercharacters of the maximal unipotent upper-triangular subgroup UT of the finite general linear group GL [3, 16] , and similar theories exist for the maximal unipotent subgroups of other finite reductive groups [4, 5] . However, while there are supercharacter theories for other unipotent groups, they do not generally exhibit this computable and combinatorial nature. This paper seeks to define a natural family of supercharacter theories for the normal pattern subgroups of UT. As an added bonus, we not only obtain a combinatorial description for these theories, but also gain geometric underpinnings coming from a family of integral polytopes.
Diaconis-Isaacs defined a supercharacter theory of a finite group G as a direct analogue of its character theory, where they replacing conjugacy classes with superclasses and irreducible characters with supercharacters [13] . Their approach is based on André's adaption of the Kirillov orbit method to study UT, and the underlying axioms are calibrated to preserve as many properties of irreducible characters and conjugacy classes as possible. For example, the supercharacters are an orthogonal (but not generally orthonormal) basis for the space of functions that are constant on superclasses. This definition has given us new approaches to groups whose representation theories are known to be difficult (eg. unipotent groups). Not only can these new theories be combinatorially striking [1] , but they can also be used in place of the usual character theory [6] in applications, they give a starting point in studying difficult theories [12] , or give character theoretic foundations for number theoretic identities (eg. [8, 14] ).
The supercharacter theories of this paper are fundamentally based on André's original construction for UT [3] and Diaconis-Isaacs' later generalization to algebra groups [13] . These constructions use two-sided orbits in the dual space ut˚of the corresponding Lie algebra ut to construct the supercharacters. In the algebra group case the group UT acts on ut˚by left and right multiplication (technically pre-composition by left and right multiplication on ut). In this paper we modify this construction by instead acting by parabolic subgroups of GL. The resulting theory is coarser but far more combinatorial in nature. In particular, we obtain statistics such as dimension, nestings and crossings that generalize the corresponding set partition statistics [10] , and in Theorem 5.6 we give a character formulas with a "factorization" analogous to the well-known UT-cases.
For each supercharacter theory there is an associated polytope whose integer lattice points index the supercharacters of the theory. Thus, the supercharacter theories could in principle give a categorified version of the Ehrhardt polynomials of these polytopes. These polytopes include all transportation polytopes [11] , and may be viewed as a family of subfaces of transportation polytopes. This point of view not only gives a geometric approach to these supercharacter theories, but it also re-interprets set partitions as vertices of a polytope. Since I am unaware of other contexts where these polytopes may have been studied, I will refer to them as unipotent polytopes. At present we do not understand the significance of this geometry in the representation theory of unipotent groups, and this seems to be a promising direction for future work.
Section 2 reviews some of the background material on unipotent groups and supercharacter theories. Section 3 defines the particular unipotent groups we will focus on. Pattern groups arise naturally in context of groups of Lie type, since they are unipotent groups invariant under conjugation by a maximal split torus. The unipotent groups we consider are effectively a blockanalogue to pattern groups where we define a notion of invariance under the action of a fixed Levi subgroup. Section 4 shows how to use this Levi subgroup to construct supercharacter theories for the group, and shows how the supercharacters (and superclasses) are indexed by the Z ě0 -lattice points of a polytope. Section 5 computes the supercharacter formulas for these theories, and discusses some consequences of these results.
In addition to teasing out the geometric implications of the underlying polytopes, this paper also gives a framework for studying random walks on the integer lattice points of unipotent polytopes, and representation theoretic Hopf structures on them. However, both these directions are beyond the scope of this paper.
Subgroups of Lie type
Let N be a fixed total order of a finite set with N elements and fix a finite field F q with q elements. Let GL N denote the finite general linear group on matrices with rows and columns indexed by our finite set in the order dictated by N . If charpF" p, then a Sylow p-subgroup of GL N is the subgroup of unipotent upper-triangular matrices
The normalizer in GL N of UT N is the Borel subgroup
denote the corresponding nilpotent F q -algebra. If n Ď ut N is any subalgebra, then we obtain a subgroup Id N`n Ď UT N called and algebra subgroup. If P is a subposet of N on the same underlying set, then we call the algebra subgroup
a pattern subgroup of UT N . Note that transitivity in the poset P exactly implies that this UT P is closed under multiplication.
Normal posets
In general, a subposet P of a poset Q does not give a normal subgroup UT P of UT Q . However, there is a straight-forward condition on the poset that characterizes this group theoretic condition: a subposet P Ď Q is normal if j ă P k implies i ă P k and j ă P l for all i ă Q j and k ă Q l. In this case, we write P Ÿ Q. Alternatively, if sIntpQq is the strict interval poset on the set tpi, jq | i ă Q ju given by pj, kq ĺ sIntpQq pi, lq if and only if i ĺ Q j ă Q k ĺ Q l, then P is normal in Q if and only if sIntpPq is a dual order ideal of sIntpQq. In fact, in this case, sIntpPq exactly gives the coordinates of the Ferrer's shape F or the coordinates allowed to be nonzero in UT P . For example, p1, 3q
where the boxed entries are correspond to the subposet. There are a number of combinatorial interpretations of normal posets of the total order N . For N P Z ě0 , let D N denote the Ferrer's shape pN´1, N´2, . . . , 1q, where we right justify the rows. For example, 
ÐÑ
where the shaded region accentuates the relevant points NorthEast of the Dyck path.
Supercharacter theories of unipotent groups
Supercharacter theories for finite groups were first defined in [13] , generalizing work by André studying representations of UT N (a series of papers starting with [3] ). There are numerous equivalent formulations of a supercharacter theory, but the following seems most suitable for the purposes of this paper.
A supercharacter theory pK, X q of a finite group G is a pair, where K is a partition of G and X is a set of characters, such that (SC0) The number of blocks of K is the same as the number of elements in X .
(SC1) Each block K P K is a union of conjugacy classes.
(SC3) Each irreducible character of G is the constituent of exactly one element in X .
We refer to the blocks of K as superclasses and the elements of X as supercharacters. While we have many ways of constructing supercharacter theories, general constructions are not well-understood. That is, given a finite groups, it is a hard problem to determine its supercharacter theories. Some groups have remarkably few supercharacter theories, such as the symplectic group Sp 6 pF 2 q with exactly 2 [9] , and some groups have surprisingly many, such as C 3ˆC6 with 297 distinct supercharacter theories. However, for this paper we follow the basic strategy laid out by [13] for algebra groups.
Let Id N`n Ď UT N be an algebra subgroup. Then Id N`n acts on both n and its vector space dual n˚by left and right multiplication, where pa¨y¨bqpxq " ypa´1yb´1q, for a, b P Id N`n , x P n, y P n˚.
Fix a nontrivial homomorphism ϑ : Fq Ñ GL 1 pCq -Cˆ. In this situation [13] define a supercharacter theory given by AG-superclasses of Id N`n . The set partition tId N`p Id N`n qxpId N`n q | x P nu of Id N`n .
AG-supercharacters of Id N`n . The set of characters
Remark. In the case where n " ut N , this supercharacter theory gives a nice combinatorial theory developed algebraically by André [3] and more combinatorially by Yan [16] . However, in general even this supercharacter theory may be wild for algebra subgroups. In fact, we do not even understand it for pattern subgroups.
For the purposes of our generalization, there is a slight coarsening of the AG-supercharacter theory for UT N called the B N -supercharacter theory that exists because ut N and utN are in fact permuted by left and right multiplication by B N .
B N -supercharacters of UT N . The set of characters
.
In this case, the supercharacters and superclasses are indexed by set partitions of the underlying set. In the following sections it is best to view set partitions as functions λ : sIntpN q Ñ t0, 1u such that for λ ik " 1 " λ jl , we have i " j if and only if k " l (or placements of non-attacking rooks on a triangular chessboard). The primary purpose of this paper is to generalize this set-up to nice families of pattern groups.
Remark. This version of the supercharacters is scaled slightly from the conventional choice. That is, usually each character χ y N is multiplied by
This scaling removes some excessive multiplicities. However, in this paper the "best" scaling factor for the supercharacters below is not clear, so the paper is written with them removed entirely. This choice implies that in fact χ
for some set of irreducible characters X y .
q-Binomials and weights
The symbol q will generally be the size of a finite field, but for this section may treat q as an indeterminate. For n, k P Z ě0 , let
, where rns! " rnsrn´1s¨¨¨r2sr1s and rns " q n´1 q´1 .
In this subsection, we review some other interpretations and results associated with these q-binomial coefficients.
Let S n be the symmetric group on n letters. Then
In particular, it will be useful to note that since rns! is palindromic of degree`n 2˘,
Let B Ď C, where C is a set with a total order C. Let
and for A, B Ď C, let wt
3 A parabolic generalization of pattern subgroups
In this section, we build a family of pattern subgroups of UT N ; they will all be normal, and each will have a family of supercharacter theories, defined in Section 4. The choice of a subgroup with an associated supercharacter theory will determine a polytope, giving the theory a geometric foundation.
Parabolic posets and UT β
We begin by defining a family of unipotent groups that appear naturally in the theory of reductive groups, the unipotent radicals of parabolic subgroups. It turns out that for GL N , these unipotent groups are pattern groups and their associated posets are easy to characterize. In the Section 4, each unipotent radical UT β will determine a family of supercharacter theories. A subposet Q is parabolic in N if there exists a set composition pQ 1 , Q 2 , . . . , Q ℓ q of the underlying set such that a ă Q b if and only if a P Q i and b P Q j with i ă j. These subposets are necessarily normal, where the corresponding Dyck path always returns down to the diagonal before moving right again. We will write Q Ÿ pb N . For example, if N is 1 ă 2 ă 3 ă 4, then the parabolic subposets (with associated set compositions) are pt1u,t2u,t3u,t4u,t5uq pt1,2u,t3u,t4uq pt1u,t2,3u,t4uq pt1u,t2u,t3,4uq pt1,2,3u,t4uq pt1u,t2,3,4uq pt1,2,3,4uq
Since given a total order N the sizes of the blocks of the set composition completely determines Q, we deduce the following proposition.
Proposition 3.1. There is a bijection
bdry :
For an integer composition β ( N and an underlying total order N , define
(note that bdry´1pβq makes no sense without N ). Every parabolic subposet Q in N with β " bdrypQq has a corresponding Levi subgroup
such that UT β is the unipotent radical of the parabolic subgroup
Remark. The Lie theoretic language of parabolics, Levis and unipotent radicals is merely given for context. The reader is welcome to ignore the terminology and focus on the definitions.
Levi compatible posets and UT pβ,Pq
This section defines a family of subgroups of UT β in a way that gives a "block" analogue to pattern groups. In the ensuing sections we will primarily be interested in the subgroups of this nature that are in fact normal in UT β .
A Levi compatible subposet P of Q Ÿ pb N is a subposet such that
In this case, we write P Ď lc Q.
Proposition 3.2. If Q is parabolic with set composition pQ 1 , Q 2 , . . . , Q ℓ q and β " bdrypQq, then there is a bijection
where a ă fat β pPq b if and only if a P Q i , b P Q j with i ă P j.
For fat β pPq Ď lc bdry´1pβq, let UT pβ,Pq " UT fat β pPq , so that UT β " UT pβ,Lq where L is the usual total order on t1, 2, . . . , ℓu.
Examples.
(E1) All subposets are Levi compatible with the total order N . This notion therefore gives a generalization of "pattern subgroups" to arbitrary unipotent radicals of parabolics.
where the shaded elements are treated as a single element.
Remark. The relation Ď lc gives a partial order on the on the set of parabolic subposets of a fixed N . In this poset, N is the unique maximal element, and the totally unrelated set is the unique minimal element.
Unipotent polytopes
Fix an integer composition β " pβ 1 , . . . , β ℓ q ( N and let P be a normal subposet of 1 ă 2 ă¨¨¨ă ℓ with corresponding Ferrer's shape F . The unipotent polytope pβ, Pq is the convex polytope in the positive quadrant R |F | ě0 determined by the inequalities
Remark. If F is the Ferrer's shape corresponding to P, then one may view the unipotent polytope as possible fillings of the boxes of F by non-negative real numbers such that the row and column sums are bounded by β.
(E1) If β " p2, 3, 1, 1, 5q, and
then the equations x 15 ď 2, x 25 ď 3, x 35 ď 1, x 15`x25`x35 ď 5 give the polytope
(E2) In general, the unipotent polytopes pβ, Pq where the corresponding Ferrer's shape F is a rectangle are called transportation polytopes. They are a subfamily corresponding to abelian unipotent groups. In this case, the bounds on the row sums and and the bounds on the column sums are independent.
Unipotent polytopes match up with Levi compatible sub-posets in the following way.
Proposition 3.3. Let N be a total order on a set with N elements and let β ( N . Then the following are equivalent:
Proof. Let Q " bdry´1pβq, and let L be the usual total order on t1, . . . , ℓpβqu.
If pβ, Pq is a unipotent polytope, then by definition P Ÿ L. But then by Proposition 3.2, fat β pPq Ď lc fat β pLq " Q, and fat β preserves normality.
If fat β pPq Ÿ lc Q, then UT pβ,Pq Ÿ UT β and L β Ď N GL N pqq pUT pβ,Pq q. Thus,
If P β Ď N GL N pqq pUT pβ,Pq q, then UT pβ,Pq Ÿ UT β , so fat β pPq Ÿ Q " fat β pLq and since fat β preserves normality, P Ÿ L. 
Families of parabolic supercharacter theories
The data in a unipotent polytope pβ, Pq also gives a natural supercharacter theory to a corresponding unipotent group UT pβ,Pq . This section describes this theory, and shows that the supercharacters/superclasses are indexed by the integer lattice points contained in the polytope pβ, Pq.
Supercharacter theory definition
Let pβ, Pq be a unipotent polytope with β ( N . Then
is an F q -vector space with basis te ij | i ă fat β pPq ju, where pe ij q kl " δ pi,jq,pk,lq .
The dual space utp β,Pq " Hom Fq put pβ,Pq , Fhas dual basis "
The group P β acts on both ut pβ,Pq and utp β,Pq by left and right multiplication, where pa¨y¨bqpxq " ypa´1xb´1q, for x P ut pβ,Pq , y P utp β,Pq , a, b P P β .
These actions give a natural supercharacter theory for UT pβ,Pq .
P β -superclasses of UT pβ,Pq . The set partition tP β xP β`I d N | x P ut pβ,Pq u of UT pβ,Pq .
P β -supercharacters of UT pβ,Pq . The characters Proof. The following conditions are straight-forward to check:
(SC0) The fact that the number of G orbits on a vectors space V is the same as the number of G-orbits on V˚shows that there are an equal number of superclasses and supercharacters (see [13, Lemma 4.1] for an analogous argument).
(SC1) The superclasses are unions of conjugacy classes.
(SC2) The supercharacters are constant on superclasses.
It therefore suffices to show that P β -supercharacters are in fact orthogonal characters (rather than just class functions) that collectively have the irreducibles of UT pβ,Pq as constituents. By definition, Thus, χ y β is a Z ě0 -linear combination of characters and so is also a character. Furthermore, since each AG-supercharacter appears in a unique P β -supercharacter, the P β -supercharacters are orthogonal and collectively have all the irreducibles as constituents.
Remarks.
(R1) The unipotent polytope pp1 N q, N q recovers the B N -supercharacter theory of UT N from Section 2.3 (also studied in [7] ).
(R2) Since B N " P p1 N q Ď P β , we can coarsen (4.2) to get
This formula will be more useful below since the χ z 1 p1 N q have nicer character formulas.
(R3) In practice, one often scales the supercharacters by some factor that divides the multiplicities of the irreducible constituents. In this case, there does not seem to be an obvious choice, so we have omitted the scaling factor. However, (4.2) implies that one may divide by |UT pβ,Pq yUT pβ,Pq | |UT pβ,Pq y| and still have characters.
(R4) An advantage of our definition of the supercharacters (without any scaling) is that it is easy to construct the corresponding modules. For y P utp β,Pq , define the UT pβ,Pq -module M y by a C-basis t z | z P P β yP β u with an action u¨z " ϑ˝zpu´1´Id |β| q uz for u P UT pβ,Pq , z P P β yP β .
(R5) The paper [15] observes that when a pattern subgroup UT P is normal in UT N , then it is in fact a union of AG-superclasses (in some sense "supernormal"). In this sense, the P β -supercharacter theory makes UT pβ,Pq a supernormal subgroup of UT β .
The combinatorics of the indexing sets
For a unipotent polytope pβ, Pq with F P as in Proposition 2.1, let
be the set of Z ě0 -lattice points contained in or on pβ, Pq.
Examples.
(E1) The set Remark. Note that fat p1 N q pPq " P and we may in fact identify T p1 N q P with subsets of ut pp1 N q,Pq and utp p1 N q,Pq . In particular, fix injections
µ ij e ij and
The following theorem establishes the connection between P β -supercharacter theories and Z ě0 -lattice points in unipotent polytopes. Proof. The number of P β -supercharacters and P β -superclasses is the same, so this proof focuses on the left bijection. Let N be the underlying total order and let Q " bdry´1pβq with corresponding set composition pQ 1 , . . . , Q ℓ q. Since B N " P p1 |β| q Ď P β , every P β -superclass is a union of B N -superclasses (which are indexed by set partitions, as described in the last remark of Section 2.3). That is, for each u P UT pβ,Pq , there exists a subset A u Ď T p1 N q P , such that
If x is a matrix with row/column set S, then let Res R pxq denote the submatrix obtained by using only the rows and columns in the subset R Ď S. The remainder of the proof shows that rk :
gives a well-defined (does not depend on the choice ofμ P A u ), bijective function.
To see well-defined, supposeμ,ν P A u . Since UT β Ď UT N , we have that eμ " aeνb for some
To see injectivity, fixν P T p1 N q P , and let µ P T β P be given by
Define e µ P ut pβ,Pq by Then rank´Res Q i YQ j pe µ q¯" rank´Res Q i YQ j peν qf or all i ă P j. Since each set Q i of rows and Q k of columns has the same number of ones for e µ and eν , there exist permutation matrices l k , r k P GL Q k pFsuch that 
‚.
Thus, eμ and e ν are in fact in the same superclass, and each superclass has a distinguished element e µ .
Remarks.
(R1) The construction (4.6) gives us a superclass representative e µ P ut pβ,Pq for each superclass. If
is the element such that e µ " eμ, thenμ is the unique element A u minimal first with respect to ÿ iă N jă N kă N lμ ikμjl and then with respect to #ti ă N j ă N k |μ ik " 1u.
(R2) By Theorem 4.2, the set T β P also indexes the P β -supercharacters of UT P . Thus, if y P utp β,Pq is in the orbit corresponding to λ P T β P , then we will write
For the purpose of this paper it will not be necessary to fix a specific representative eλ P utp β,Pq of the orbit corresponding to λ.
Supercharacter formulas
This section works out character formulas for all the supercharacter theories described above. Fundamentally, it involves weaving together two basic families of examples: (E1) B N -supercharacter theories of UT P for P Ÿ N .
(E2) The case where the unipotent polytope pβ, Pq is a line segment (or where β has exactly two parts).
We first introduce some combinatorial statistics that will appear throughout the formulas, and then prove a result that shows how to compare P β -supercharacter theories between different group (but for the same β). Then we show how to compute supercharacter values for examples (E1) and (E2).
The main result then follows fairly quickly.
Representation theoretic statistics
There are a number of statistics that arise naturally in the P β -supercharacter theories. They naturally generalize their set partition analogues in the P p1 N q -supercharacter theory of UT N (see [10] for a more general algebraic framework for these statistics).
For λ P T β P with Q " bdry´1pβq, there are a number of ways to measure the "size" of a λ. For example, |λ| " ÿ iă P j λ ij measures the lattice distance to the origin of the lattice point in the unipotent polytope. However, geometric interpretations of the other statistics are unknown (at least to me). Having more to do with the dimension of the corresponding modules,
give the left and right dimensions of λ (respectively). Note that if P " Q, then dim R pλq " dim L pλq.
To account for over-counting, we also require the crossing number
Example. if β " p3, 6, 3, 4, 5, 1q, λ " The following lemma gives an algebraic foundation for most of these statistics. If one uses the standard representatives coming from the B N -supercharacter theory the proof is relatively straight-forward, and the details are left to the reader.
Lemma 5.1. Let λ P T β P withλ P T p1 N q P such that eλ P utp β,Pq is in the λ-orbit. Then |λ| " rankpeλq, q dim L pλq " |UT β eλ|, q dim R pλq " |eλUT β | and q crspλq " |UT β eλ X eλUT β |.
Comparing P β -supercharacter theories
Fix a unipotent polytope pβ, Pq and let Q " bdry´1pβq. Then we have an injective function Ext
This gives a way to compare supercharacter values between the two theories. The following proposition shows that the representation theory mirrors the combinatorics as well as can be expected.
Proposition 5.2. Let pβ, Pq be a unipotent polytope with Q " bdry´1pβq.
Proof. Fix eλ P utp β,Pq in the orbit corresponding to λ. Then since utp β,Pq is invariant under left and right multiplication by P β , we also have eλ P utQ is in the orbit corresponding to Ext Q P pλq. Let u´Id |β| P ut pβ,Pq Ď ut Q . Then by definition (4.1) and the invariance of utp β,Pq under P β ,
, as desired.
Example: B N -supercharacter theories
In the case that Q " N , then all normal pattern subgroups are also normal Levi compatible subgroups. Here the B N -supercharacter formula for UT pβ,Pq are obtained by restricting the B Nsupercharacter formulas for UT N . Up to scaling, the following character formula appears in [7] , but does not have an explicit published proof. For λ, µ P T
otherwise.
From Proposition 5.2 we get the following corollary.
Corollary 5.4. For P Ÿ N and λ, µ P T
Proof. By Proposition 5.3,
Let eλ P utp p1 N q,Pq be in the λ-orbit. Then by (4.1),
where the last equality follows from Lemma 5.1. Apply Proposition 5.2 to Proposition 5.3 to obtain the formula.
The basic building block: the line.
Consider the case where
In this case, the indexing set for the supercharacters and superclasses is given by Remark. Note that in the sum not all compositions pa, bq of l give nonzero terms. We use the convention that |GL 0 pF| " 1.
Proof. Fix ep lq P utQ in the orbit corresponding to l, and let
be the usual representative (as in (4.6)). By (4.3), Note that χ ν p1 N q pu pj" 0 unless
be given by
Then by Corollary 5.4,
Note that choice of γ with γ B " γ and |γ| " b is determined by a triple pR, C, wq where RˆC Ď B with |R| " |C| " b and w : R Ñ C is a bijection (then γ ik " 1 if and only if i P R and k " wpiq).
For such a triple pR, C, wq corresponding to γ we have
pCq`bj , and crspγq " invpw˝w b q.
A choice of α with α A " α and |α| " a is completely determined by D Ď tm`1, . . . , m`ju with |D| " a. In this case,
For fixed a, b, C and R we can sum over choices of w, D independently. 
as desired.
General supercharacter formula
Let pβ, Pq be a unipotent polytope with sIntpPq as in Section 2.2. For λ, µ P T p6´p1`0q´1, 5´2´1q
" p4, 2q.
Remark. The following proof is designed to directly construct the above "factorization." Alternatively, it is perhaps more straightforward (though with even more tedious book-keeping) to follow the proof of Theorem 5.5, and then to retroactively observe the desired factorization.
Let Q " bdry´1pβq with associated set composition pQ 1 , . . . , Q ℓ q. By a dual analogue to Theorem 4.2, eν P P β eλP β withν P T p1 N q P if and only if rank´Res Q i YQ j peν q¯" rank´Res Q i YQ j peλq¯" λ ij for all i ă P j.
where
keeps track of which terms are zero (from Corollary 5.4). Note that for each set of choices of made for the blocks,
such that no two γ jl have 1's in the same row or column, then
Given a total order ă on the coordinates in F P , we can iteratively construct an elementν P T p1 N q P by choosing each Q jˆQl according to ă. We will use the F P -total order induced by the F Q -total order p1, ℓq ă p1, ℓ´1q ă p2, ℓq ă p1, ℓ´2q ă¨¨¨ă pℓ´1, ℓq or.
. . Then we obtain a sequence
At each step there will be limits on what rows and columns γ jl can have nonzero entries to be compatible with the previous choices, but we will obtain all possibleν in this way. If we only chooseν such that χνpuμq ‰ 0, then the nonzero entries of γ jl can only be in rows and columns such that (a) there are no nonzero entries inν pjlq´γ jl in that column or row, (b) there is no nonzero entry ofμ strictly below in that column or strictly to the left in that row.
That is, we have
λ jm rows and β l´ÿ jă P kă P l µ kl´ÿ iă P j λ il columns to choose from for the nonzero entries of γ jl . Let rsppγ jl q Ď Q j be the rows in γ jl with nonzero entries, and csppγ jl q Ď Q l be the columns with nonzero entries. Let δ pjlq λ P T β P be given by pδ pjlq λ q ik " δ pi,kq,pj,lq λ jl , and let λ pjlq P T β P label the orbit containing eν pjlq P utP . Then we have recursions, Iterating these recursions gives
denote the rows and columns in which γ jl may have nonzero entries. Letμ jl " Res Q jˆQl pμq and γj l " γ jl´γjl Xμ jl . Then since crspγ jl q " crspγj l q for δ where the second equality comes by letting ν A " γ jl Xμ jl and ν B " γj l , and comparing with (5.1).
We also easily obtain a number of consequences (some of which no doubt have more direct proofs). Recall that the C-vector space of functions fpGq " tψ : G Ñ Cu of a group G has a canonical inner product given by xψ, θy " 1 |G| ÿ gPG ψpgqθpgq;
with respect to this inner product, the irreducible characters are an orthonormal basis for the subspace of class functions. While supercharacters are still orthogonal, they are generally no longer orthonormal. In our case, using a similar argument to [13] , It is therefore natural to ask which normal subgroups are obtained from a given supercharacter theory; I believe this has been largely unexplored. However, for the case of UT β , the answer to this question is particularly pleasing.
Corollary 5.9. Fix an integer composition β " pβ 1 , . . . , β ℓ q and let L β the usual total order 1 ă 2 ă¨¨¨ă ℓ, Proof. Let A Ď T L β β , and let P A be the subposet of L β given by j ă P A k if and only if i ď j ă k ď l implies λ il " 0 for all λ P A.
To check that P A is a poset it suffices to check transitivity. Suppose j ă P A k ă P A l. Then λ im " 0 for all i ď j ă k ď m and i ď k ă l ď m, so also for all i ď j ă l ď m. Thus, j ă P A l.
Next we prove that K A " UT pβ,P A q . Let µ P T L β β . By Theorem 5.6, χ λ β pu µ q " χ λ β p1q for all λ P A, if and only if i ď j ă k ď l implies µ jk ‰ 0 only if λ il " 0 for all λ P A. Thus, u µ P K A if and only if u µ P UT pβ,P A q . Let pβ, Pq be a unipotent polytope. Let M be the set of elements maximal in sIntpL β q´sIntpPq. Then let A P " tλu Ď T L β β be given by
1 if pj, kq P M , 0 otherwise.
Then UT pβ,Pq " UT pβ,P A P q and by the previous argument UT pβ,P A P q " K A P . Note that while the functions A Þ Ñ P A and P Þ Ñ A P do not invert one-another the corresponding group maps K A Þ Ñ UT pβ,P A q and UT pβ,Pq Þ Ñ K A P do invert one-another.
Remark. In the case of β " p1 N q, this result says that the normal pattern subgroups are exactly the normal subgroups identified by the B N -supercharacter theory (perhaps justifying their existence from a slightly different point of view).
